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The Collected Stories of Robert Silverberg
2007

subterranean press s definitive collection of silverberg s short fiction with stories produced during the
years 1953 to 2009 the volumes include commentary by the author

The Collected Stories Of Arthur C. Clarke
2011-06-02

the definitive collection of short stories from the century s greatest science fiction writer all of arthur c
clarke s short stories collected in one volume beginning with travel by wire clarke s first ever published
short story a volume which showcases his range and variety each story a classic example of the unique
mixture of speculation and fiction which has made clarke a household name

Sherwood Anderson: Collected Stories (LOA #235)
2012-12-27

in the winter of 1912 sherwood anderson 1876 1941 abruptly left his office and spent three days
wandering through the ohio countryside a victim of nervous exhaustion over the next few years
abandoning his family and his business he resolved to become a writer novels and poetry followed but it
was with the story collection winesburg ohio that he found his ideal form remaking the american short
story for the modern era hart crane one of the first to recognize anderson s genius quickly hailed his
accomplishment america should read this book on her knees here for the first time in a single volume are
all the collections anderson published during his lifetime winesburg ohio 1919 the triumph of the egg
1921 horses and men 1923 and death in the woods 1933 along with a generous selection of stories left
uncollected or unpublished at his death exploring the hidden recesses of small town life these haunting
understated often sexually frank stories pivot on seemingly quiet moments when lives change futures are
recast and pasts come to reckon they transformed the tone of american storytelling inspiring writers like
hemingway faulkner and mailer and defining a tradition of midwestern fiction that includes charles baxter
editor of this volume library of america is an independent nonprofit cultural organization founded in 1979
to preserve our nation s literary heritage by publishing and keeping permanently in print america s best
and most significant writing the library of america series includes more than 300 volumes to date
authoritative editions that average 1 000 pages in length feature cloth covers sewn bindings and ribbon
markers and are printed on premium acid free paper that will last for centuries

The Collected Stories of Robert Silverberg
2007

a collection of stories that includes to see the invisible man neighbor the sixth place halfway house to the
dark star going down smooth ringing the changes and we know who we are



Collected Stories
1994-04-17

this definitive collection establishes williams as a major american fiction writer of the twentieth century
tennessee williams collected stories combines the four short story volumes published during williams
lifetime with previously unpublished or uncollected stories arranged chronologically the forty nine stories
when taken together with the memoir of his father that serves as a preface not only establish williams as
a major american fiction writer of the twentieth century but also in gore vidal s view constitute the real
autobiography of williams art and inner life

フォークナー短編集
1955

the collected stories volume 2 to the dark star 1962 1969 winner of multiple hugo and nebula awards
robert silverberg is one of the all time greats of science fiction a professional writer for more than half a
century his short story output has been prolific and exceptional in quality this series of nine volumes will
collect all of the short stories and novella length that sf grand master silverberg wants to take their place
on the permanent shelf each volume will be roughly 150 000 200 000 words with classics and lesser
known gems alike the author has also graced us with a lengthy introduction and extensive story notes for
each tale contents to see the invisible man the pain peddlers neighbor the sixth palace flies halfway
house to the dark star hawksbill station passengers bride 91 going down smooth the fangs of the trees
ishmael in love ringing the changes sundance how it was when the past went away a happy day in 2381
now n now n after the myths went home the pleasure of their company we know who we are

To the Dark Star
2011-09-29

collects eighteen short stories by the noted writer of westerns including above the law outcast breed the
sun stood still interns can t take money and the strange villa

The Collected Stories of Max Brand
1994-01-01

these are eight stand alone stories each is individual but they are linked through themes of horror
isolation and immutable fate this type of horror is not the typical ghost or other worldly visitation story
but horror that grows out of vengeance or an inexplicable and seemingly undeserved fate

Collected Stories
2014-11-21

the stories in this volume are in five sections the first contains retirement stories about senior citizens
coping with old age or recalling past loves and adventures the second section is called sequels and series



it includes three more in olden times stories about abe and his family dragon bob and three more
adventure stories about alvin oaks who s partially solved the universal theorem both introduced in
volume ii finally there are three stories about uncle pringle a retired possibly cia agent turned consultant
who helps people with their problems in sometimes surprising ways the speculative stories in the third
section include one in which an author s characters come to life two in which super intelligent inhabitants
of another planet debate the fate of earth and one in which journeyman meets seinfeld the dark stories
of the fourth section are about the fearsome things that lurk out there and similar menaces the fifth
section has stories written mostly for fun plus a few serious stories concluding one about when my father
met my mother i hope readers will have fun reading all these stories

Collected Stories
2008-04

since his first published story apartness appeared in 1965 vernor vinge has forged a unique and awe
inspiring career in science fiction as his work has grown and matured he is now one of the most
celebrated science fiction writers in the field having won the field s top award the hugo for each of his
last two novels now for the first time this illustrious author gathers all his short fiction into a single
volume this collection is truly the definitive vinge capturing his visionary ideas at their very best it also
contains a never before published novella one that represents precisely what this collection encapsulates
bold unique challenging science fictional ideas brought to vivid life with compelling storytelling including
such major pieces as the ungoverned and the blabber this sumptuous volume will satisfy any reader who
loves the sense of wonder and the excitement of great sf at the publisher s request this title is being sold
without digital rights management software drm applied

The Collected Stories of Vernor Vinge
2002-08-17

from one of the masters of sf comes this new collection of stories all set on his most famous creation the
world of majipoor a massive world of adventure romance and danger a place where dreams can soothe
the restless or flay the minds of the guilty where humans aliens and natives live in a shifting uneasy
alliance and where two great men rule over all no matter who bears the title there is always a coronal
and a pontifex forever miles apart forever striving to maintain the balance of their far flung civilisation
here collected for the first time are the final tales of majipoor from the earliest legends of the
shapeshifters to an untold mystery late in the reign of valentine pontifex the seven stories in this
collection expand upon and flesh out the remarkable world that robert silverberg has created spanning a
decade of writing from one of the masters of science fiction this collection is both a fantastic introduction
for those new to majipoor and a welcome return for those who have visited before

Tales of Majipoor
2013-02-21

g v desani broke his silence forty years after the appearance of his classic novel all about h hatterr with
this volume of twenty three stories and one long prose poem only the second full length book of his
fiction ever to be published many of the stories appeared first in literary anthologies and magazines over



the past thirty years including the noble savage edited by saul bellow illustrated weekly of india
transatlantic review and boston university journal the stories are mostly written in the humorous mode of
his novel relying upon comic timing and his keen sense of the incongruities in contemporary life they
often captivate in the same way as indres shah s sufi learning tales and the titles alone convey a sense of
the interpenetration of india s cultures suta abandoned mephisto s daughter the second mrs was wed in
a nightmare gypsy jim brazil to kumari kinshino country life country folk cobras thok since nation must
export smithers the lama arupa whether send ups of colonialism or lampoons of conventionality there is
a seriousness to desani s comedy that crosses cultural boundaries and racial identification the long prose
poem hali was originally issued in 1950 adapted for the stage in london broadcast several times over bbc
radio and then after being pirated three times was suppressed by the author for twenty years until this
publication hali is a complementary opposite to all about h hatterr it is the writer s vision of cosmic
creation and human destiny marrying hindu buddhist islamic and other indian religious traditions into a
cathartic drama e m forster said of it private mythologies are dangerous devices you have succeeded
wonderfully it keeps evoking heights above the summit of normal achievement where the highest
aspirations reach the times literary supplement termed it haunting and the librarian declared it as near a
work of genius as one can judge this is the definitive fourth edition and also the first authorized u s
publication of this work

Hali and Collected Stories
1991

the definitive collection from an irish literary icon one of the masters of the short story newsweek in the
words of w b yeats frank o connor did for ireland what chekhov did for russia anne tyler writing in the
chicago sun times described his tales as encapsulated universes this indispensable volume contains the
best of his short fiction from guests of the nation adapted into an obie award winning play to the mad
lomasneys to first confession to my oedipus complex dublin schoolteacher ned keating waves good bye
to a charming girl and to any thoughts of returning to his village home in the lyrical and melancholy
uprooted a boy on an important mission is waylaid by a green eyed temptress and seeks forgiveness in
his mother s loving arms in the man of the house a tale that draws on o connor s own difficult childhood a
series of awkward encounters and humorous misunderstandings perfectly encapsulates the complicated
legacy of irish immigration in ghosts the bittersweet account of an american family s pilgrimage to the
land of their forefathers in these and dozens of other stories o connor accomplishes the miraculous laying
bare entire lives and histories in the space of a few pages as a writer critic and teacher o connor elevated
the short story to astonishing new heights this career spanning anthology epic in scope yet brimming
with small moments and intimate details is a true pleasure to read from first page to last

Collected Stories
2014-08-12

美しき陶芸教師と15歳の教え子 ふたりはあまりにもイノセントで 淫らだった 真相を綴ったこの覚え書きは慈愛にみちた救済か 欺瞞にみちた告発か 人間心理の内奥に迫る毒気たっぷりの告白
の書

あるスキャンダルについての覚え書き
2005-10-25



richard yates was acclaimed as one of the most powerful compassionate and accomplished writers of
america s post war generation whether addressing the smothered desire of suburban housewives the
white collar despair of manhattan office workers or the heartbreak of a single mother with artistic
pretensions yates ruthlessly examines the hopes and disappointments of ordinary people with empathy
and humour

The Collected Stories of Richard Yates
2011-03-08

a complete collection of short works offers insight into the progression of the writer s work throughout a
thirty year period and features among other tales the complete texts of at the gates of the animal
kingdom tumble home and the dog of the marriage reprint 25 000 first printing

The Collected Stories of Amy Hempel
2007-09-18

guy de maupassant collected stories set of 3 bestseller books by guy de maupassant guy de maupassant
the celebrated french writer is renowned for his mastery of the short story genre this collection brings
together three of his bestseller books showcasing his talent for crafting captivating narratives that delve
into the complexities of human nature and society collected stories of guy de maupassant this book
features a diverse selection of guy de maupassant s short stories offering a glimpse into his literary
genius from tales of love betrayal and tragedy to stories of satire irony and social commentary this
collection displays the breadth and depth of maupassant s storytelling prowess selected short stories by
guy de maupassant in this compilation guy de maupassant s selected short stories come to life
immersing readers in the vivid worlds he creates each story is a window into the human experience
exploring themes of passion desire greed and the consequences of human actions best of guy de
maupassant this book presents a curated selection of guy de maupassant s most celebrated and
influential stories readers will encounter his literary finesse and keen observations of human behavior as
he weaves narratives that resonate with timeless themes and emotions this set of three bestseller books
by guy de maupassant is a treasure trove for literature enthusiasts offering a captivating journey through
the compelling and thought provoking stories of one of the masters of the short story form

Collected Stories : Guy de Maupassant(Set of 3 Bestseller
Books)
2022-03-26

this reissue of grace paley s classic collection a finalist for the national book award demonstrates her rich
use of language as well as her extraordinary insight into and compassion for her characters moving from
the hilarious to the tragic and back again whether writing about the love and conflict between parents
and children or between husband and wife or about the struggles of aging single mothers or
disheartened political organizers to make sense of the world she brings the same unerring ear for the
rhythm of life as it is actually lived the collected stories is a 1994 national book award finalist for fiction



The Collected Stories
2014-10-07

isaac bashevis singer s work explores humanity in all of its guises this collection of forty seven short
stories selected by singer himself from across the whole of his career brings together the best of his
writing from the supernatural taibele and her demon to the poignant the unseen and from gentle humour
in gimpel the fool to tragedy with yentl the yeshiva boy these tales explore good and evil passion and
restraint religious fervour and personal failings within the traditional shtetls of pre war eastern europe
and post war america

Collected Stories
2011-07-28

come to majipoor the magnificent exotic planet of lord valentine s castle come with hissune favourite of
lord valentine as he probes the deepest secrets of majipoor s long past in the depths of the great
labyrinth join hissune as he becomes one with its many peoples dukes and generals thieves and
murderers ghayrogs and metamorphs and discovers wonder terror longing and love and learns the
wisdom that will shape his destiny first published 1982

Majipoor Chronicles
2011-09-29

it is the year 2450 humanity is scattered among the stars which teem with intelligent life while the home
world has been destroyed by an inadvertent catastrophe two hundred years before thus all earthmen are
exiles and earth itself is only a memory hydros is a world of great complexity it has almost no landmass
only a great globe encompassing ocean with occasional tiny islands its seas swarm with apparently
intelligent life forms of a hundred kinds and one a bipedal humanoid form has created a kind of land for
itself floating islands woven from sea borne materials buffered by elaborate barricades against the
ceaseless tidal surges that circle the planet to hydros have come an assortment of earthmen for them it s
a world of no return having no form of outbound space transportation this brilliantly inventive novel tells
their story as they travel across the planet s endless ocean in search of the mysterious area from which
no human has ever returned the face of the waters first published 1991

The Face of the Waters
2011-09-29

manhattan 2012 nat hamlin s brilliant career as an artist came to an end the day he went insane and
embarked on a murderous rampage his sentence total personality replacement lissa loved nat for his
passion now she loves him again but as paul macy for his warmth and kindness now each personality
wants her help in battling the other for with her power the man she chooses can kill the other lissa is
terrified she has to send one of her loves to his destruction if she chooses the wrong man the horror will
never end



The Second Trip
2011-09-29

a hundred thousand years ago there had been a planet called earth it had been a proud world ruling a
thousand vassal stars but its stellar empire had turned upon and annihilated their conquerors and wiped
the name of earth from the maps of space but earthmen still survived a strange race of worldless men
and women by tradition advisers to rulers but never themselves ruling wanderers through myriad planets
their origin was a half forgotten legend that was the situation when a strange quirk of fate sent earthman
hallam navarre on an interstellar wild goose chase he had to bring back a strictly mythical treasure to his
alien ruler or die

Lest We Forget Thee Earth
2014-04-30

bill hastings was one in a million he was the winner of a planet wide contest and the prize was a chance
to spend a year working at the 1992 world s fair for the young xenobiology student it was the opportunity
of a lifetime fifty thousand miles above the earth a gigantic satellite moved in its elegant orbit it would be
bill s home for a year and host to hundreds of thousands of visitors the 1992 world s fair was to be an
orbital extravaganza and bill hastings thought that his dreams had come true he had a lot to learn

World's Fair 1992
2011-09-29

in the far future earth is about to be swallowed by a black hole in this sweeping sf epic from one of the
masters of the genre in a time so far from our own that we cannot comprehend it humanity has spread
amongst the stars and changed in more ways than we can count but they have never forgotten their
birthplace earth but now earth stands on the brink of catastrophe at risk of being swallowed by a black
hole one man hanosz prime ruler of his world is determined to visit earth before it is destroyed his
abdication from his throne and his wanderlust are to prove the beginning of a much longer journey one
that will see him fall in love meet the oracles of earth and perhaps if he is very lucky provide a means to
save the cradle of humanity originally started by robert silverberg more than 20 years ago but never
completed hanosz s story is taken up by alvaro zinos amaro silverberg hand picked zinos amaro to
complete the book and provided notes and guidance the result is a remarkable collaboration between
one of the masters of sf and one of the most exciting new voices in the genre

When The Blue Shift Comes
2014-03-27

when their spaceship explodes on a hostile planet three survivors face certain death unless they can
reach a special beacon which will enable them to contact the nearest rescue station



Three Survived
2011-09-29

identical twins sean and eric have been chosen for a daring experiment one of them will travel into the
distant past the other into the distant future but each swing of the time pendulum means they will be
further and further apart will the experiment work and if it does will the twins ever meet again

Project Pendulum
2011-09-29

robert silverberg s debut novel first published in 1955

Revolt on Alpha C
2011-09-29

set in an immense world teeming with alien races and fantastic almost magical machinery valentine an
itinerant juggler wakes up one morning with only a vague and troubled idea of who he is he gradually
discovers through dreams and portents that he is in fact his namesake lord valentine the coronal his
body and throne stolen by a usurper across the giant world of majipoor valentine sets out on a quest to
win back his throne and discover which of his enemies has the power to vanquish him so utterly from not
just his throne but his very life first published 1980

Lord Valentine's Castle
2011-09-29

this is a collection full of energy and stunning quiet innovation it spills over with contempt raucous
humour sadness and generosity in it life and language are synonymous and there is no higher praise
what a wonderful book ali smith here are all grace paley s classic stories in one volume paley s quirky
boisterous characters and rich use of language won her readers hearts and secured her place as one of
america s most accomplished short story writers her stories are united by her signature interweaving of
personal and political truths her extraordinary capacity for empathy and her pointed depiction of the
small and large events that make up daily life books included in the vmc 40th anniversary series include
frost in may by antonia white the collected stories of grace paley fire from heaven by mary renault the
magic toyshop by angela carter the weather in the streets by rosamond lehmann deep water by patricia
highsmith the return of the soldier by rebecca west their eyes were watching god by zora neale hurston
heartburn by nora ephron the dud avocado by elaine dundy memento mori by muriel spark a view of the
harbour by elizabeth taylor and faces in the water by janet frame

The Collected Stories of Grace Paley
2016-08-04

perfectly paced and brimming with passion twenty two tales from a master storyteller of the twentieth



century in this magnificent collection of stefan zweig s short stories the very best and worst of human
nature are captured with sharp observation understanding and vivid empathy ranging from love and
death to faith restored and hope regained these stories present a master at work at the top of his form
translated by the award winning anthea bell one of the joys of recent years is the translation into english
of stefan zweig s stories they have an astringency of outlook and a mastery of scale that i find
enormously enjoyable edmund de waal author of the hare with the amber eyes one hardly knows where
to begin in praising zweig s work nick lezard zweig belongs with those masters of the novella maupassant
turgenev chekhov paul bailey stefan zweig 1881 1942 was born in vienna into a wealthy austrian jewish
family he studied in berlin and vienna and was first known as a poet and translator then as a biographer
zweig travelled widely living in salzburg between the wars and was an international bestseller with a
string of hugely popular novellas including letter from an unknown woman amok and fear in 1934 with
the rise of nazism he moved to london where he wrote his only novel beware of pity he later moved on to
bath taking british citizenship after the outbreak of the second world war with the fall of france in 1940
zweig left britain for new york before settling in brazil where in 1942 he and his wife were found dead in
an apparent double suicide much of his work is available from pushkin press

The Collected Stories of Stefan Zweig
2013-11-07

the definitive editions of philip k dick s short stories containing some of the most defining works in the
science fiction genre this stunning new edition of philip k dick s work includes the influential minority
report and sales pitch as well as a litany of mind expanding other works work your way through some of
the most influential stories from the 20th century which have had a massive impact on popular culture
first time i have read philip k dick and i thoroughly enjoyed his stories and the suspense that he puts into
them goodreads reviewer most of the stories had something to say about society it was interesting to
see how 50 years later so many of the fears and criticism was still relevant highly recommended
goodreads reviewer dick s stories are often surprising and spin a captivating yarn but they are also
teeming with fascinating ideas which ensure their ability to age well and keep modern readers interested
goodreads reviewer each tale is filled with twists and turns and it s a total pageturner goodreads
reviewer

Star Quality
1983

this is the age for the short story none will be better or more worthy of admiration than wallace stegner s
collected stories washington post book world in a literary career spanning more than fifty years wallace
stegner winner of a pulitzer prize and the national book award has created a remarkable record of the
history and culture of twentieth century america these thirty one stories demonstrate why he is
acclaimed as one of america s master storytellers here are tales of young love and older wisdom of the
order and consistency of the natural world and the chaos contradictions and continuities of the human
being exemplary stories the reader of stegner s writing is immediately reminded of an essential america
a distinct place a unique people a common history and a shared heritage remembered as only stegner
can los angeles times



The Collected Stories of Philip K. Dick Volume 3
2023-10-26

author of 2001 a space odyssey childhood s end the city and the stars and the hugo and nebula award
winning rendezvous with rama arthur c clarke is the most celebrated science fiction author alive he is
with h g wells isaac asimov and robert a heinlein one of the writers who define science fiction in our time
now clarke has cooperated in the preparation of a massive definitive edition of his collected shorter
works from early work like rescue party and the lion of comarre through classics like the star earthlight
the nine billion names of god and the sentinel kernel of the later novel and movie 2001 a space odyssey
all the way to later work like a meeting with medusa and the hammer of god this immense volume
encapsulates one of the great sf careers of all time

Collected Stories
2013-05-02

the collected stories of lydia davis is the complete collection of short fiction from the world renowned
lydia davis winner of the man booker international prize 2013 what stories precise and piercing
extremely funny nearly all are unlike anything you ve ever read metro i loved these stories they are so
well written with such clarity of thought and precision of language excellent william leith evening
standard remarkable some of the most moving fiction on death marriage children of recent years to read
collected stories is to be reminded of the grand echoing mind chambers created by sebald or recent
coetzee a writer of vast intelligence and originality independent on sunday a body of work probably
unique in american writing in its combination of lucidity aphoristic brevity formal originality sly comedy
metaphysical bleakness philosophical pressure and human wisdom new yorker one of the most respected
writers in america financial times davis is a high priestess of the startling telling detail she can make the
most ordinary things such as couples talking or someone watching television bizarre almost mythical i
felt i had encountered a most original and daring mind colm toibin daily telegraph lydia davis is the
author of one novel and seven story collections the most recent of which was a finalist for the 2007
national book award she is the recipient of a macarthur fellowship and was named a chevalier of the
order of arts and letters by the french government for her fiction and her translations of modern writers
including maurice blanchot michel leiris and marcel proust

The Collected Stories of Arthur C. Clarke
2001-02-10

a landmark of literary recovery the first major edition of an overlooked genius who in her lifetime was
considered 19th century america s greatest woman writer in the eyes of her contemporaries constance
fenimore woolson 1840 1894 ranked with george eliot as one of the two greatest women writers of the
english language she wrote fiction of remarkable intellectual power that outsold those of her male
contemporaries henry james and willian dean howells james enshrined memories of his long complicated
friendship with woolson in the beast in the jungle and the wings of the dove and more recently colm tobin
treated the relationship in his novel the master but woolson s close association with james and her likely
suicide in venice have tended to overshadow her own literary accomplishments pigeonholing her as a
martyr to the male literary establishment this volume the most comprehensive gathering of woolson s



stories to date represents the culmination of decades of recovery work done by scholars and puts the
focus back on the work where it belongs set variously in the great lakes region the post civil war south
and europe woolson s short stories often concern outsiders of one kind or another prophets and misfits
living in remote landscapes uneducated coal miners impoverished spinsters neglected nuns a haunted
caretaker of the dead destitute southerners and female artists driven to extreme behavior as they seek
the admiration or approval of established male critics or writers woolson s minute realism captures both
the social texture of her time and the inner emotional lives of these overlooked and marginalized
characters most of all her writings startle us with their simmering intensity their sensual descriptions of
the environment and refusal to smooth out the ambiguities and tensions that inevitably result from
human efforts to communicate and connect her fiction is deeply human resonating with a power across
the centuries that makes them remarkably modern for today s readers

The Collected Stories of Lydia Davis
2010-08-05

異能の少女とドラゴン チョコを食べるステッキ 機械オンチのsf作家 でぶ魔法使い 椅子男 悲恋の乙女 身長二センチの勇者 とてつもなくワガママなお客を追い出してスッキリ ちびネコ姫の冒険
に心おどらせ 健気なロボットの奮闘にホロリ 初期の傑作ファンタジーからsf ファン必読の自伝的エッセーまで18編を収めた豪華短編集 小学校中 高学年

The Collected Stories of J.A. Cummings
2020-02-04

Constance Fenimore Woolson: Collected Stories (LOA #327)
2007-12

魔法!魔法!魔法!
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